The Barber Osgerby Collection marries comfort with a clean, modern silhouette. Finely stitched seams distinguish the pieces and reinforce their architectural profile, which is softened by the curvature of cushions on each face. The signature, cast-aluminum leg can be specified in chrome and painted finishes, including Knoll’s signature red color.
Internationally acclaimed designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby founded their studio in 1996 after graduating with Master’s degrees in Architecture from the Royal College of Art in London. Barber and Osgerby’s Universal Design Studio is one of the world’s most innovative creative design consultancies, working in architecture, interiors, and exhibition design. Knoll and the British design team also created the Pilot by Knoll™ lounge chair and the Piton™ Table and Stool Collection.
Compact Arm Chair
39½"W × 33¾"D × 25"H

Two Seat Sofa
73¼"W × 40¼"D × 28¾"H

Three Seat Sofa
85"W × 40¼"D × 28¾"H

Four Seat Sofa
132¼"W × 40¼"D × 28¾"H

Compact Two Seat Sofa
64¼"W × 33¾"D × 25"H

Asymmetric Sofa
102¾"W × 40¼"D × 28¾"H

Asymmetric Sofa with Chaise
102¾"W × 66"D × 28¾"H

Medium Ottoman
35½"W × 35½"D × 15¼"H

Small Ottoman
29½"W × 29½"D × 15¼"H